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Advice from the Labyrinth (0928)	
	
I am inviting you to embrace yourself in this now moment. Embrace each other, embrace the 
Love that you are, embrace who you are in this now moment because who you think you are is 
diminishing so much the true value of who you truly are inside of you. So today, I choose to 
support your greatness by adding the support and the anchoring inside of you. 
 
 

Message from Labyrinth (0928)  
Elemental Fairies 	

	
Listen to the noise, the sounds around you. Listen to the birds. Feel the air. Feel your body. You 
are experiencing a moment of eternity now if you decide, if you choose to call this a moment of 
eternity. It is a moment of eternity because in fact this is Consciousness, the One Consciousness 
in all Creation and you are part of this Creation and you are part of this Consciousness so you are 
Consciousness in action.  
 
Because you are a part of Consciousness, you can choose to experience and feel a moment of 
Eternity from any dimension, any situation and any emotion. You just have to be aware, to decide 
on your own: "This is a moment of Eternity that I am experimenting from this dimension using a 
physical body." Even though you cannot change your perception, you can add to this perception 
by saying: "I am discovering, experimenting the true nature of Eternity within a limited illusion 
and a limited experience in the density. "  
 
By thinking these words, you open a door. You are saying to the Universe that you know who 
you are. You know you are part of Eternity and you know you are just experimenting in the world 
of density, in a specific dimension on a specific planet, but you do not recognize that you are only 
that experience. That means you open the door and ask the Universe to guide you, to discover and 
perceive yourself as your true nature 
 
In this density, this labyrinth represents the pathway to experiment a frequency while thinking 
that you understood this experience, this frequency. Only a little bit later you come back again 
almost with the same situation, but with a slight variation of the frequency. 3.06 Basically it is all 
the same thing, but you will never be doing the same thing. You never experiment the exact same 
thing as there is always something added. This is a frequency that is adding to the simulated 
frequency that you are experimenting in this dimension.  
 
So, you see this picture, this structure around you is explaining the life in this physical world and 
all of these experiences bring you to the centre, the centre of who you truly are, the One that is 
One with Eternity, One with Love, One with Oneness, One with Source. It is so simple!  
 
I am inviting you to integrate this design within you to help you come back to who you truly are 
inside of you: your heart, your consciousness, your feelings, your thought pattern, yourself. 
Because you are here for yourself. You are experimenting in this dimension for yourself. You did 
not come to save the world, you did not come to help your neighbour, your friends, your spouse, 
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your children. You come for you! You are experimenting different frequencies to grow, to walk 
toward your own perfection.  
 
I am not saying that you should think only about yourself. No!  I am saying everything you 
experience in this dimension is for your own benefit, for your own growth. You are learning 
through experience, to experiment these frequencies, these actions, these words, these feelings, 
these thoughts. You are experimenting, but you are not this experience. You are just feeling, 
absorbing the knowledge, the discernment, the wisdom of these experiences to grow from inside 
to recognize that you belong to Life.  
 
Each one of you knows about this. You have this wisdom! It is just that today I want to make a 
point that you have to walk towards this wisdom inside of you. You have to choose it. You have 
to decide and choose to let this wisdom grow inside of you and guide you, because perfection is 
already there all around you. 
	
	
	
	
	
	
 
	


